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The concept of thene/rheme structure
is frequently conflated with that of

Vasconcellos

textualization: theme, information,
The theme
and rpssage-frami.ng.

specifies the relationship between the

given/new information, theme being defined as "that which is known or at
least obvious in the given situation'
and from which the speaker proceeds in
his discourse" (Mathesius 1939 (L947)
to account
: 234). This view fails tfgiventr
not
and
are
for themes that

the onset of a message. It is alwaYs
expressed through the initial constituent(s), for which there are three
order classes : conjunction, thematic
adjunct, and obligatory major theme.

text.

anism by which the listener can compute an antecedent and thereby integrate new information into his data
base. Messages are delimited by onset
and closure, both of which are essential to segmentation.

for given information that is not in
initial position. With a systemic approachr on the other hand, theme and
information are independently variable. fn the model of Halliday (tgll68 ) , the systems of theme and information together make up the resources
that are essential to the creation of
to the fore in
translation, which must capture all
the meaningful eomponents of a text
and re-create thern in another language. It was hypothesized that the
structural reaLizations of theme and
information, which have written reflexes, are carried over in translation except in the presence of constraints. A 54,040 word corpus of
32 Brazilian Portuguese texts was
examined against matching published
translations in English. Questionnaires based on the corpus were administered to two study populations,
22 subjects who knew Portuguese (including translators ) and 26 who only
These systems come

knew English.

Examination of the corpus revealed consistent patterns of both
theme and focus. Focus was upheld in
translation in 87 percent of the working units; the themes, which were often multiple, showed greater variation.
A message-based model is proposed
in which three systems provide the
resources that are essential to con-

speakerrs thought (Trermi8ek 1962)

and

Left-to-right progression is generally
from noncognitive to cognitive. The
information system provides the

mech-

(Abstract of the author I s Ph. D.
thesis, Georgetown University 1985. )
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